
5:25 Nottingham 6f (6f18y) ratedbookies.com Nursery Handicap (Jockey Club Grassroots Nursery 
Qualifier) (Class 5) (2yo 0-75) 
 
Hard Graft - Recently gelded ahead of this Nursery debut, so, could improve, however, his best form was 
on debut when 4th of 11 at Haydock. He was well beaten by Tulip Fever next time, who has since won a 
nursery off 75, this all suggests current rating looks too high on what we have seen. The trainer is 2 from 
34 with his handicap debutants, 0 from 6 at Nottingham, plus 1 from 44 overall.  
 
Alaska - Looks to be the benchmark for the form in the race, a very consistent performer for a 2-year-old. 
Has run 3 solid races in handicaps, all off around this mark. He should run well, but, you would expect 
something more unexposed to be better treated. 
 
Polar Light - Has shown improved form on each of her 3 starts, however, the form does not seem to 
warrant the current rating. The trainer is 3 from 22 with handicap debutants, yet is 1 from 6 & 3 places at 
Nottingham. Overall he does have strong course figures. However, this filly is bred for further and it does 
seem a strange move dropping her back in trip.  
 
Story Minister - Tom Dascombe's 2-year-olds generally have to be respected. It's interesting his course 
figures at Nottingham are a moderate though with only 2 wins from 87 runners. Has shown similar levels of 
form in 4 starts, ran ok to a mark of 72 last time out, but, does not scream well treated. Can be keen early, 
so, interesting how the effect of cheekpieces has. 
 
Hermana Santa - Has shown enough promise in a couple of maidens to suggest he could be interesting on 
her Nursery debut. The trainer has been in good form recently, and normally knows the time of day when it 
comes to horses stepping into handicaps. The extra furlong should suit on paper, so expect to see an 
improved performance. 
 
Ce De Nullis - Was a beaten 4th, 3 lengths behind the winner on handicap debut last time out, however, 
that was a Class 3 event and faced a couple of 80 rated horses that day. Down 2 lb for that effort and this 
is easier. With a step up in trip to suit, we would not be a surprise if she was involved.  
 
Contribute - Despite finishing 6 of 7 on handicap debut, he was not beaten that far. That race was a strong 
enough Class 2 event, so, sure to find this easier. Down 2 lb, plus recently gelded since that effort, likely to 
find this easier and another who holds claims.  
 
Our Kid -  Richard Fahey trained, debut winner back in May on the all weather. Doesn't look to have been 
plotted up, the trainer has an 8% strike rate with his handicap debutants and 3 from 20 with handicap 
debutants on course. 
 
Moonlit Sands - Seems to have been brought along with handicaps in mind and looks to have progressed 
from race to race. Was beaten just under 2 lengths on handicap debut last time out. That race was a 
stronger event than this, has been dropped 2 lbs and with his Jockey claiming 5lbs he looks to be on a nice 
mark. The trainer is in decent form recently, plus he has an impressive 20% strike rate with his horses on 
their 2nd start in handicaps. Looks the one to beat. 
 
Shovel It On - Visually an impressive winner last week at Leicester on very testing ground. Maybe flattered 
a little for that effort, however, likely to run his race. 
 
As for ourselves, well, I suppose we have to say it's a little bit of fact finding mission with us stepping our 
hooves into handicaps for the first. We also have to factor in the new trip of 6f. Recent winners like Princes 
Lyla, suggest our mark is one we can be competitive off. Tactics wise - it's likely Adam will be left to do his 
own thing with the instructions. Trying to not disappoint Blessed in any way. It should be a case of letting 
Blessed do her own thing and seeing where she settles. Amy is more than happy with her work at home 
over 6f, she has been eager to get a run into her now and build from this. 
 
Overall, it does a competitive race for the grade. Moonlit Sands does stand out as a horse who could be 
fairly treated. Ce De Nullis and Hermana Santa both will find this easier than their recent assignments. 
You can then add in the mix 2 or 3 others who should run solid races and whilst not necessarily looking 
well treated, do provide depth to the race. We have been priced up 22/1 early doors which is, to be honest, 
a price that we know we shall all be throwing a few pennies at, just in case. Realistically, if Blessed can 
have a good experience on the turf, run her race, and be competitive. We'd be more than happy with Top 5, 
which would give us a benchmark to work upon. 
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